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Abstract 

Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a pathological exaggeration caused by trauma from in

jections and vaccine administration characterized by severe pain ( often burning}, hyperesthesia, 

allodynia, edema, vasomotor changes, decreased range of motion, hyperhidrosis, and trophic 

changes. It occurs at all ages with female predominance, and the incidence increases until late 

middle age. Hand and foot involvement is well recognized, and this may spread proximally. 

Treatment usually requires a multimodal approach, including medications and physical and cogni

tive therapy. Reports of CRPS after vaccination are rare. The incidence of CRPS post coronavirus 

disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccination is not yet reported. This case report describes my experi

ence with deltoid hematoma, tennis elbow, and living with CRPS post COVID-19 vaccine shot, in

cluding the psychosocial adaptations I made in my day-to-day life. 
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Introduction 

Diagnosis of complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) postinjection is uncommon and character

ized by hyperalgesia or allodynia, edema, weakness, and vasomotor malfunction according to the 

inducing cause [1], The other older terminologies used to describe CRPS include "causalgia" and 

"reflex sympathetic dystrophy" (RSD) [1], The etiology is unclear; however, early symptom identi

fication and treatment might minimize complications and total pain as there is no gold standard 

diagnostic modality specific for CRPS [ll, Among the most difficult neuropathic pain syndromes to 

treat is complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS}, a condition so diffuse and poorly defined that its 

very existence has recently been called into question [.2.], 
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